2nd of ESO Reinforcement Plan
Name: __________________________________ Group: ____
Reading

1

Read the text and complete the sentences.
What has got a large head, a big nose, thick fur and small round ears?
No, not a bear, a koala!
Koalas look like bears, but they aren’t from the bear family. They belong
to the same animal family as a kangaroo. These types of animals carry
their babies in “pockets”. Koala babies weigh only five or six grams
when they are born, so they live in their mothers’ “pockets” until they are
six months old.
The koala’s natural home is Australia and you won’t find many koalas
anywhere else, not even in zoos. Why? Well, koalas have got a very
special diet. They eat leaves from eucalyptus trees, but they are very
particular. In Australia, there are over 600 different types of eucalyptus
trees, but koalas only eat the leaves from about 35 types of these trees.
Koalas don’t drink because they get all the water they need from the
leaves. So if a koala doesn’t find these leaves, it won’t have food or
water! These special trees are hard to grow outside Australia, so it’s
very difficult for zoos in other countries to keep these lovely animals.
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A koala isn’t ............................................................................................................................... .
Kangaroos and koalas carry ....................................................................................................... .
Most koalas live in ..................................................................................................................... .
Many different types of .................................................................................. grow in Australia.
Most zoos haven’t got koalas because ........................................................................................ .

Answer the questions.
1. What does a koala look like?
.......................................................................................................................................................
2. When do baby koalas start to live outside their mother’s “pocket”?
.......................................................................................................................................................
3. What is special about the koala’s diet?
.......................................................................................................................................................
4. Why don’t koalas drink water?
.......................................................................................................................................................
5. What do koalas do if they don’t find the leaves they like?
.......................................................................................................................................................
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Vocabulary
Complete the words in the sentences.
1. We should try to … r … … … c … animals in danger.
2. The cafe is … … t … … e … the restaurant and the sports club.
3. My hair isn’t dark. It’s … i … h … .
4. We need a new … … … s … for our computer.
5. My favourite meal is chicken and … … … a … o … … .
6. I think … … c … - … l … … … … … … is an exciting hobby.
7. The … … p … … t … … wrote an interesting article.
8. You should throw … … a … t … … bottles in recycling bins.
9. Remember to … a … … your work on the computer.
10. The police know the man is guilty. They’ve got e … … … … … … …

Grammar
1

Circle the correct answer.
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Cathy is / have got / has got a new CD.
I think London is interesting / more interesting than / the most interesting Dublin.
Have you got much / many / a homework?
You should / could / can listen to your parents.
Kate likes listen / listened / listening to music
My / Mine / Me cat’s name is Misty.
Bart / Him / Bart’s hair is very curly.

Complete the sentences with the verbs below. Use the Present Simple or
Present Continuous.
not cook  not drive  swim
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read

Dan ……………………… a book now.
………………… she ………………… in the sea every Saturday?
I ……………………… dinner at the moment.
My parents ……………………… their car every day.

Complete the sentences with the words below. Use the Past Simple or Past
Continuous.
collect  not do  live  play  read

1.
2.
3.
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Harry ……………………… a lot of old bottles last week.
At 10 o’clock last night, I ……………………… a book.
………………… Sara ………………… the drums five years ago?
Gary and Jack ……………………… their homework when we arrived.
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Complete the sentences with the verbs below. There are more words than
you need.
not play  rain  sleep  not have

will
1. I think it ……………………… tomorrow.
be going to
2. We …………………………… dinner at home tomorrow.
3. I …………………………… at my friend’s house tonight.

Writing
Circle six errors. Then rewrite the paragraph correctly. Add an opening and
concluding sentence.
last year, we decided to drive around france. We enjoyed Paris because we preferred the
small. quiet villages. Next year, we are flying to Italy? We are going to learn to cook food
Italian.
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................................

